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1. Introduction
Synchrotron r.adiati on (SR) is a promi.sing

candidate fon the X-ray sounce in micro-
I i thography with its high brightness and
collimation. The study of SR lithography (SRL)

has been accelerated in these couple of years
because the experiments have started at the newly
bu i I t el ectron storage ri ngs with the beam 'l i nes

dedi cated to the I ithography experiments. These

activities have been stimulated by the pioneering
experi ments made at the fi rst-generati on SR

facilities, DESY(West Germany;1), ACO (France;2)
'ln

of

The present talk deals with the factors
which determine the resolution and the throughput
of SRL and the studies on the elements of the SRL

system, referring to the idea of the compact SR

sou rce.
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el ements uti I i zed in the majon SR faci I ities
conducti ng the 1 ithography expeni ment.

Because the SR source has a continuous
spectrum, the spectnal range utilized in
lithography depends on the combination of these

elements through the supenposition of the spectra
of the source power, refl ecti vity of mi nrors,
transmJssivity of windows and mask membranes, and

absonbance of the resist.5 ) Figure 2 shows an

examp'le of the ca I cu I ated spectna of the powen

emitted from the 600 MeV storage ring,trans-
mitted through Si3N4 membrane, and absorbed at
the surface of PMMA resist. The spectrum of the
absorbed power shows a peak around l_= 15 A. The

spectal shape changes when the Ouru*8r.rs of the

source and the other elements are changed.

As will be stated be1ow, the effective
wavel ength i s nel ated to the nesol ution thr"ough

the di f f racti on ef f ect and the absor.bed power

integrated with the wavelength determines the
exposure time.

3. Resol ution of SR Litho_graphy

Because of high collimation of the SR beam,

the penumbral and run-out errons are decneased to
less than 1/30 of the divergent X-ray ,ou....6)
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Present status of the research on the synchrotron radiation(SR) 'lithography
is neviewed putting emphasis on the basic factors which determine the.esolution
and the. throughput. These are electron energy, mask and resist materials,pno.ximity gap etc. Recent advancements in-ihe deve'lopment of e'lementary
technologies at principal SR lithography facilities in the world are introducei
with the refenence to the plan of the compact SR sounce.

and INS-ES/S0R(Japan). The first experiments
Japan were made QV Professor Namba's group
0saka Uni versity.3) 4)

2. Elements of SR Exposure

As depi cted i n Fi g. l, pri nci pa1

involved in SRL are radiation souncer

resist. Besides, a thin window is often i nserted

stonageto separate the exposure chamber from the
ring. Minrors ane sometimes used to expand the
exposu re area on to cut-off the hard X-ray
components. Tabl e I shows variety of these

el ements

mask and

Pri nci pa1 factors
are Fresnel di

which determine the nesolution
ffracti on and the range of

lt

secondary electnons.



Figune 3 shows an example of the resist
pattern when a finite gap existed between mask

and wafen. Structunes on the resist wall
coi nci des semi -quantitati vely with the
calculation based on the Fresnel diffraction
theory. Fresnel diffraction is characterized by a

non-dimensional parameter u = I ^t Ui)1il where l
is the linewidth, g is the gap between mask and

wafer ana l ls the wavelength of SR, respec-

tively. Satisfactory replication without
diffraction effecs is realized when u exceeds a

certain cnitical value u., that is, u I uc.

This leads to the minimum linewidth lmin =

,../frZ when the gap is settled.
For PMMA, we obtained an empirical result

that u.=3 if we demall ntgh fidelity in the shape

of the resist wall'/, or u.=1.5.if we only need

the accuracy of the line width8). In Fig.4, the

relationship between Irin and X, repnesented by

the peak wavelength X^ in the spectral
P

absorption, is shown, gdp g being a parameten.

The range of photoel ectnons and Augen

el ectrons in the nesist, wafen, and, in some

cases the mask, can be a limiting factor for the

resol uti on when harder X-ray components are

utilized. Also shown in Fig.4 is the estimated

range R^ of these secondary electrons as a
V a a\

f unction" of 1o.o) ri g.4 hel ps us in selecting I
when 1_,^ to be resol.ved and g ane given.

mtn

4. Enlargement of the Exposure Area

Hi gh col I i mati on of the SR beam, though

favorable for high source brightness and small

geometrical errors, results in the deficiency of
the verti cal width of the exposune area even for
a single field in the step-and-nepeat exposure.

I n Fi 9.5 , the verti cal di stri buti ons of the

SR energy absorbed in the resist are shown,

represented as the thi ckness of the resist
removed by the development.9) Broken line shows

the distribution obtained by a usual exposure at

the distance 10 m from the 500 MeV ring with the

magnetic radius R= ?n. The width of the uniformly
exposed area within the variation 10 % is 5 mm.

For the enlargement of the vertical width,

oscillation of cy1 indrical or plane mirron has

been adopted.l0)11) We proposed simpler methods

with a fixed toroidal mi nnor or with fixed,

planar side mi rrons in which we can expect the

maximum square area 15 x 15 ,*2.12)
Anothen method is tnied which does not use

m'irrors. It is to steer the electron orbit in the

ri ng vertically by a horizontal magnetic
fie1d.9)13) SR beam is vertically deflected and

scan the sample sunface. Sol i d I ine i n Fi 9.5
shows the result of beam scanning. The vertical
width of the unifonmly exposed area is expanded

by 3 ti mes and it can moneover be 30 mm when the

height of the slit in the beam line is properly
o\

chosen. - /

Di scussi ons about meri ts and demeri ts of

these methods have been *ud..12) The choice among

these methods depends on the.situation of the

beam line and affects the throughput.

5. Throughput Consi derati ons

Exposure time with SR is approximately
determined by the total energy absorbed in the

res i st Q, whi ch i s obta'i ned by i ntegrati ng the

spectral enengy absonbed jn the resist with the

wavelength. It has been found that the
dissolution rate S of the positive resist depends

lE ? -?1on a as ScQ"' fon Q(J/cm") < 960, SdQ-" for
960< a

respectively.l4) In the last regime, considerable

amount of the resist is vaporized by SR

inradiation and direct formation of pattenns is
1E \

exhi bi ted.'" /

In Figure 6, the exposure time Tu* with 1 ft
thick PMMA is shown for various mask membranes as

a function of the electron en..gy E.5) When 20

fm-thick Be window is inserted, T., increases by

a facton of 3 - 5.8) Figure o snJws that T.* is
neduced according to the increase of E. The

increase of E, however, nesults in the increase

of the nange of secondany electrons as shown in
Fig,4 together with the degradation of the mask

contrast and the increase of the machine- and

nunning cost of the storage ring. As far as the

pnesent style of the ring(R= 2m) is concerned,

optimum E could be searched in the range 0.6-1

GeV, in which the throughput far exceeds that of
the di vergent X'ray sou nce and possi b1y be

comparable to the optical lithography.
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6. Compact Stonage Ring and 0ther Novel Sounces

To rea I i ze a compact storage ri ng ma.intai n-
ing the intensity of soft X-ray components
suitabl e for I ithognaphy, we must use stronger
field B of bending magnets . The effort of
constnucting compact ring is announced by BESSy,

which util izes superconducting magnets with B =

5T, ft= 29-38 cm, f= 430-560 MeV, outen diameter.

2-0.8 m, and with a compact accelenaton for the
el ectnon iniecti on. 16) 17)

I n the SR app'l i cati on to sol i d state study,
new types of radi ati on sou rces, wi ggl ers and

undulators ane tested for the enhancement of hard
X-nay components or to increase the beam

i ntens'ity. They emit i ntense but smal I -si ze beams

and are not readily applicable to the
I ithography. Modification of a multipole wigglen
and an undulaton with enlarged exposure field for
the lithographic purpose have been pr"opor.d.18)

7. Concluding Remarks

SR has great potential as a soutce for high-
resol ution volume production of microcincuit
patterns. l,lith the advancements in the system
el ements incl udi ng mask fabri cati on,19) high-
sensiti vity resists, alignment method and

mechani sms etc., whi ch are not menti oned here

because of the I imited space but not I ess
important, the SR lithography will make more

napi d pnogness than !,,e have expected at the
stant.

Table 1. Majon SR beam lines dedicated to
the lithography experiments

The authon is indebted to H. Tanino, N.

Atoda, M. Hirata, S, Ichimura and I. H. Suzuki
for their collaboration and stimulating
discussions. He is also grateful to T. Tomimasu,
T. Noguchi and the staffs of the High Energy
Radiation Section for the operation of the SR

faci I ity.
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Locati on Res.
Group

Sou nce
E(Gev) R(m)

Mi r"nor t,li ndow
I (A) (A)l Mas k

Membrane
Res i st

ETL 0,6 0. 1 17.8 Ptlsi 0^
(fixedaside
mi rror)

( removabl e )

AulCrlSi 0"
(osci I I at3

ing)

si 0o
(os6. )

sic
(hi gh-cut )

polyimide(3pm) PMMA

si,tlO(llm) EBR-e
PGMA

CMS-EX

NSLSA ) 0. 75 1. 9 1.0 8.6

BESsYb ) IFTC ) o.g 1,B 0.5 6.9

Photon ECL 2.5 8.7 0.5 1..1
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Be Si ( 3pm)
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Si Si (zym)
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Be Si rnO(2fm)

PMMA

421400
AZ41 10
XR 1.3

PMMA

PMMA, FPM

cMS,$.MAC

a)
b)
c)

National Synchrotron Light Sounce (Brookhaven Nat. Lab., USA)
Benliner-Elektronenspeicherning-Ges. flin Synchrotronstrahlun! mbH (West Benlin)
Fraunhofen-Institut fiir Festk'drpentechnologie (Fed.Rep. Germany)
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Fig. 1 Elements of SR Lithography
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Fig. 2 Transmitted and Absorbed Powen of SR
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Fig. 3 Resist Pattern Fabricated by SR

(pitch 1..5 pm' height 3 ym, polyimide
mask, E= 600 MeV)
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Fig. 4 Diffraction-limited minimum linewidth
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